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Abstract: State-of-the-art template reconstruction attacks assume that an adversary has access to a
part or whole of the functionality of a target model. However, in a practical scenario, rigid protection
of the target system prevents them from gaining knowledge of the target model. In this paper, we
propose a novel template reconstruction attack method utilizing a feature converter. The feature
converter enables an adversary to reconstruct an image from a corresponding compromised template
without knowledge about the target model. The proposed method was evaluated with qualitative and
quantitative measures. We achieved the Successful Attack Rate(SAR) of 0.90 on Labeled Faces in
the Wild Dataset(LFW) with compromised templates of only 1280 identities.
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1 Introduction

Biometric recognition systems have the advantage of recognition capability without the
need to remember additional information. However, most biometric data are almost im-
mutable for a person’s lifetime, which can cause crucial privacy problems if such data
are compromised. Therefore, the privacy of biometric data should be considered while
maintaining its utility.

A template reconstruction attack is one of the typical privacy threats to a biometric system.
A biometric template is a set of stored biometric features directly comparable to probe bio-
metric features. The attack aims to reconstruct the biometric sample used for generating
the biometric templates by exploiting the comparison results of the system, biometric fea-
tures or biometric templates. In template reconstruction attacks, the adversary’s objective
is not only to spoof the system but also to know the appearance of the original image
used to calculate the biometric template. The trial of image reconstruction from biometric
templates starts with the basic concept of score-based hill-climbing[UJ04, Ad04]. Recent
template reconstruction attack approaches, such as those of [Ma19, Du20], successfully
reconstruct face images from biometric templates by training an inversion model with face
images and face feature sets. However, in previous studies, it was assumed that an adver-
sary has unlimited access to the feature extractor of the target model in both white-box and
black-box settings. The feature extractor is a core function of biometric systems; therefore,
they should be strictly protected by the administrator. In previous studies [Ma19], it was
also assumed that feature extractors are publicly available via an SDK. However, these
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assumptions are not realistic in practical scenarios when template reconstruction attacks
target commercially developed systems.

In contrast, we propose a method that enables an adversary to reconstruct images from
compromised templates even when they do not have complete information about the fea-
ture extractor. In the method, the adversary can exploit limited instructive knowledge ob-
tained in a practical scenario by enrolling a set of face images even in a strict black-box
setting. We call such a black-box attack a model-free attack where an adversary cannot pro-
cure any target models for unlimited access. Specifically, we prepare a feature converter
and a generic feature extractor different from the feature extractor in the system. The fea-
ture converter translates a biometric feature for the target feature extractor to that for the
generic feature extractor. In most cases, the adversary can enroll biometric data in the tar-
get system even when access to the feature extractor is restricted. This helps the adversary
train the feature converter using only a few pairs of pre-enrolled biometric samples and
biometric features. The contributions of this work are summarized below.

• We propose a novel black-box attack called a model-free template reconstruction
attack that utilizes a feature converter from an unknown private space to a known
public space. This method can reconstruct highly accurate images under the realistic
assumption that the adversary can pre-enroll a small number of biometric samples.

• We evaluate the proposed method from three perspectives, that is, the amount of
information an adversary can have, the performance of the impersonation attack,
and the quality of the reconstructed data, and show its effectiveness against existing
methods.

2 Related work

The study of face template reconstruction attacks starts with the hill-climbing techniques
proposed by Soutar et al. [So02]6. They used the cosine similarity between biometric tem-
plates and biometric features extracted by synthesized images to create a reconstructed
image that maximizes a comparison score. The methods can be easily defended by quan-
tizing comparison scores. To deal with the countermeasure, Adler et al. [Ad03, Ad04]
proposed to process the image while adding arbitrary eigenfaces to the image. Consid-
ering that the above-mentioned methods target models that produce shallow features, in
recent studies, the attack to deep templates was attempted by exploiting the feature extrac-
tor in the system. One problem in the image reconstruction task for a deep template is that
hill-climbing can be easily stacked in a minimal local value caused by the complexity of
biometric templates: this may end in a random noise image. Zhmoginov et al. [ZS16], an
early study of deep template reconstruction attack, assumes that the adversary can access
the feature extractor in a white-box scenario, which is an essential premise for the gra-
dient descent approach. Mai et al.[Ma19] grappled with the more challenging black-box
scenario by creating enormous pairs of public face images and corresponding templates

6 We cannot access this article today. An overview of this paper was shown in Adler et al. [Ad03].
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Fig. 1: Overview of converter training. Black lines indicate the data flow, and blue lines show the loss
of variables. An adversary first enrolls a set of images as a legitimate user. The converter is trained
to reduce the converter loss 𝐿𝑐 , the difference between a compromised template and a biometric
feature of the same identity calculated by a generic model.

with a target feature extractor to train the reconstruction template decoder, called NbNet.
Xingbo et al. [Do21] utilized a GAN to improve the image quality of NbNet. Prior deep
template reconstruction attacks have been based on the impractical assumption that the ad-
versary has unlimited access to the feature extractor. Instead, we aim to satisfy the premise
that the feature extractor cannot be compromised in a commercial service.

Model inversion attacks are similar to the template reconstruction attacks against machine
learning models initially proposed by Fredrikson et al. [FJ15]. The significant difference
between the two is that the model inversion attack aims to reconstruct the images included
in the training dataset from the output of the multi-class classification result, while the
template reconstruction attack reconstructs the image from the biometric template stored
in the target system. Generative model inversion attacks, proposed by Zhang et al. [Zh20],
exploited WGAN [ACB17] in the gradient descent method. We also leveraged WGAN in
our proposed method, inspired by previous studies.

3 Proposed method

An overview of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In this section, we
discuss the threat model and the details of our proposed method.

3.1 Threat model

Traditional MI attacks assume multi-class classification, and the adversary capitalizes
on the white-box knowledge of the target model to invert the training image. However,
here, we expressly assume a feature-based face recognition system as the target system.
A feature-based face recognition system takes a face image 𝑥 as an input to the model
and stores the biometric feature 𝑓 extracted from the model as the biometric template 𝑡
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associated with its corresponding identifier 𝑦. This study focuses on a black-box setting in
which the adversary reconstructs the original face image 𝑥 from compromised biometric
template 𝑡 without any knowledge of the target model 𝑇 or the target feature extractor 𝑇 𝑓 .

Possible knowledge of the adversary. Let 𝑛 be the number of enrolled users. Let 𝑡𝑖 ∈ 𝑡
be the i-th biometric template made from biometric image 𝑥𝑖 , i.e. 𝑡 = {𝑡1 · · · 𝑡𝑛}. 𝑡𝑖 consists
of an identifier 𝑦𝑖 and biometric feature 𝑓𝑖 , i.e. 𝑡𝑖 = {𝑦𝑖 , 𝑓𝑖}. Even if they cannot access the
target feature extractor 𝑇 𝑓 , an adversary can enroll 𝑚 biometric templates 𝑡 = {𝑡1 · · · ˆ𝑡𝑚 |
𝑚 ≪ 𝑛} associated with known biometric samples 𝑥 = {𝑥1 · · · ˆ𝑥𝑚 | 𝑚 ≪ 𝑛} to the target
system. When enrolled templates 𝑡 are compromised from a target system, adversary can
know the correspondence between the enrolled templates 𝑡 and known biometric samples
𝑥 on the target model without accessing the target feature extractor. Throughout this paper,
we refer to such data intentionally enrolled by an adversary as attack samples 𝑥, attack
template 𝑡, and attack feature 𝑓 . Note that, compared with the total number of enrolled
biometric templates 𝑛, the number of attack samples 𝑚 is infinitely small. The proposed
method uses a small number of attack samples 𝑥 and attack templates 𝑡 to efficiently train
feature converter 𝐶 between different networks and reconstruct high-quality images.

3.2 Template reconstruction attack with feature converter

As shown in Fig. 2, our method uses four networks to reconstruct high-quality images
from a limited number of biometric features, that is, a generator 𝐺, a discriminator 𝐷, a
generic model 𝐴, and a converter 𝐶. More precisely, our method consists of three steps:
(1) Public model construction, in which we train the generator, discriminator, and generic
model from public datasets, (2) Converter training, in which we train the feature converter
to convert the feature space from a target model to an attack model, and (3) Template
reconstruction, in which we make use of the generator obtained from the first step and
the converter from the second step and solve an optimization problem to reconstruct the
original biometric sample from a compromised template.

For the (1) Public model construction step, the generator 𝐺 and the discriminator 𝐷 are
trained on an available public dataset using a Wasserstein GAN [ACB17]. That is, we
minimize the following training loss.

min
𝐺

max
𝐷

L𝑤𝑔𝑎𝑛 (𝐺,𝐷) = 𝐸𝑥 [𝐷 (𝑥)] −𝐸𝑧 [𝐷 (𝐺 (𝑥))] (1)

In addition, the adversary trains a generic model 𝐴 on a publicly available dataset. The
generic model 𝐴 can prepare a face recognition model independent of the target model 𝑇 .

For the (2) Converter training step, once the adversary obtains attack templates, the attack
proceeds to train phase of a converter 𝐶. Fig. 1 shows the data flow of this step. The
converter𝐶 : F𝑇 ↦→ F𝐴 converts template in the target model’s feature space F𝑇 to a generic
model’s feature space F𝐴 by reducing their cosine similarity. Let 𝐴 𝑓 denote the feature
extractor of a generic model 𝐴, and cossim(·, ·) denote the cosine similarity between two
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Fig. 2: Overview of template reconstruction attack phase. Black lines indicate the data flow, and blue
lines show the loss of variables. An adversary aims to reconstruct an image from a compromised
template of unknown identity. They search for an ideal latent vector of the generator navigated by
the reconstruction loss.

biometric features. The converter loss L𝐶 can thus be expressed as

L𝐶 =
𝑚∑
𝑖

[
1− cossim(𝐶 ( 𝑓𝑖), 𝐴 𝑓 (𝑥𝑖)

]
. (2)

In the (3) Template reconstruction step, we introduce a template reconstruction attack by
a gradient descent algorithm. Fig. 2 shows the data flow of this step. An image can be
reconstructed by searching the latent vector 𝑧 to maximize the cosine similarity with a
particular feature 𝑓 . The reconstructed image can be explored by minimizing the loss
function below, searching for the optimal 𝑧.

𝑧 = argmin
𝑧

[
−𝐷 (𝐺 (𝑧)) −𝛾

(
cossim(𝑇 𝑓 (𝐺 (𝑧)), 𝑓 )

) ]
(3)

where 𝛾 is a weight to control the balance between the reality and resemblance of the
reconstructed face image. However, in the black-box setting, the target model 𝑇 in Equa-
tion (3) is inaccessible to the adversary. 𝐶 ( 𝑓 ) in Equation (3) can replace 𝑓 by template
conversion with the pretrained feature converter 𝐶. Therefore, we transform Equation (3)
using the pretrained converter as follows:

𝑧 = argmin
𝑧

[
−𝐷 (𝐺 (𝑧)) −𝛾

(
cossim(𝐴 𝑓 (𝐺 (𝑧)),𝐶 ( 𝑓 ))

) ]
. (4)

where the reconstruction loss L𝑟 = −𝐷 (𝐺 (𝑧)) − 𝛾(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐴 𝑓 (𝐺 (𝑧)),𝐶 ( 𝑓 ))) consists of
the discriminator loss L𝑑 = −𝐷 (𝐺 (𝑧)) to encourage the reconstructed image to be a real-
istic image and the similarity loss 𝐿𝑐 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑚(𝐴 𝑓 (𝐺 (𝑧)),𝐶 ( 𝑓 )) to help it resemble the
original image. Equation (4) enables an adversary to reconstruct the original face image
without accessing the target model because both 𝐴 𝑓 (𝐺 (𝑧)) and 𝐶 ( 𝑓 ) belong to feature
space F𝐴. In our proposed method, the feature converter 𝐶 consists of four fully convolu-
tional layers of 512 neurons, alternating with three ReLU activation layers.
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4 Experiment

We quantitively evaluated our method from the aspect of the reconstruction performance
and the quality of the reconstructed images. We assumed a model-free setting where the
adversary’s knowledge is restricted to the pre-enrollment of certain amount of images.

4.1 Experimental setup

Datasets. We evaluate our method using four datasets: (1) CelebFaces Attributes Dataset
[Li15] (CelebA), (2) CASIA-WebFace Dataset [Yi14] (CASIA-WebFace), (3) Labeled
Faces in the Wild Dataset [Hu12] (LFW), and (4) IARPA Janus Benchmark-C Dataset
[Ma18] (IJB-C). IJB-C was cropped by an official crop script, and images smaller than
160 × 160 pixels were screened out. All the other face images were aligned using MTCNN
[Zh16] to crop them to 160 × 160 pixels.

Models. For a fair experiment, we leveraged two models of different architectures with
different training datasets as the private target model 𝑇 and the public generic model 𝐴.
We used open-source models pretrained with VGGFace2 [PVZ15]7 and MS1Mv2 [De19]8

for 𝑇 and 𝐴, respectively. In addition, we prepared public Generator 𝐺 and public Discrim-
inator 𝐷 trained with all images of CelebA.

Protocol. For the converter training, we randomly sampled the exact number of attack
samples 𝑥 from each 𝑚 user of the CASIA-WebFace dataset. Then, the corresponding
attack features 𝑓 were extracted from attack samples and used to train converter 𝐶. We
used the Adam [KB15] optimizer with a batch size of 64 and a learning rate of 0.001,
𝛽1 = 0.9, and 𝛽2 = 0.999. The training stopped when the update of loss stopped to avoid
overfitting.

For the template reconstruction step, we sampled 300 samples from CASIA-WebFace,
LFW, and IJB-C as evaluation templates 𝑡 = (𝑦, 𝑓 ). Then we conduct the template recon-
struction step with the converted feature 𝐶 ( 𝑓 ) in the inference phase. The inference started
with 256 independent 100-dimensional 𝑧 split into two batches, and the image outputting
the feature with the highest cosine similarity to the converted feature was chosen as the
reconstructed image after 100 epochs. Then, we extracted feature from the reconstructed
image using the target model and calculated matching score with the evaluation template.
The search for the optimal image with the GAN was performed by Adam with a batch
size of 128, a learning rate of 0.035, 𝛽1 = 0.9, and 𝛽2 = 0.999. We experimentally found
𝜆 = 100 to be the optimal weight for successful reconstruction.

Metrics. We employed the Inception Score [Sa16] and Successful Attack Rate(SAR) as a
measure of image quality and a criterion of the impersonation performance, respectively.
The Inception Score assesses image quality in the context of how well a multiclass clas-
sification model can identify the images. The SAR can be calculated by the False Accept

7 facenet-pytorch: https://github.com/timesler/facenet-pytorch
8 magface-pytorch: https://github.com/IrvingMeng/MagFace
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Tab. 1: SAR of each model. Attack template for training the converter are extracted by CASIA-
WebFace, and evaluation templates for the calculation of SAR are extracted by CASIA-WebFace,
LFW, and IJB-C

Algorithm Attack template size
SAR

CASIA-WebFace LFW IJB-C

NbNet 19.2M 0.94 0.88 0.78

Proposed Method

5120×20 0.90 0.91 0.76
1280×20 0.88 0.90 0.70
320×20 0.75 0.73 0.54
80×20 0.55 0.49 0.35
40×20 0.34 0.27 0.22
10×20 0.20 0.17 0.06

Rate (FAR), which indicates the probability that the comparison score between the recon-
structed image and the corresponding evaluation template exceeds a threshold when it is
presented to 𝑇 . Note that the threshold was set to the value at which the target model’s
accuracy was the highest for the enrolled images in the template database.

4.2 Experimental results

Impact of the size of attack template. To evaluate the impact of the size of attack template
𝑚, we set the images per identity to 20 and varied the number of identity size from 10 to
5120. Therefore, 𝑚 ranged from 10 × 20 to 5120 × 20. Table. 1 compares the our method
against NbNet. Attack template size 𝑚 for NbNet can be considered the same as its training
dataset since the target feature extractor was assumed to be compromised in NbNet. We
can see a positive correlation between the size of the available attack template and the
SAR. Our method is comparable to NbNet in the perspective of the impersonation attack
accuracy with a limited size of the attack template. Our method achieved an SAR of 88%
with only 1280 identities, which was only 6% less than that of NbNet, given that the size of
available attack templates was more than 720 times smaller for the CASIA-WebFace. The
reconstruction attack with 320 identities is still effective, with a 75% chance of deceiving
the target system.

Impact of the evaluation template. The environmental factor of images registered in
the target system can be varied in a real world setting. Therefore, we also evaluated
two more different datasets, LFW and IJB-C, while attack templates are calculated by
CASIA-WebFace. Table. 1 also shows that our proposed method consistently performs well
for datasets different from the training dataset. Notably, the attack for LFW with attack tem-
plates of 5120 and 1280 identities outperforms over NbNet by 3% and 2%, respectively.
The relatively low SAR for IJB-C is presumably due to the difficulty of the recognition
task of the dataset taking NbNet’s SAR of 78% into account.

Reconstructing template. Fig. 3 shows the Inception Score and examples of reconstructed
images of each method for the LFW. Our proposed method outperforms NbNet in terms of
image quality regardless of the size of available attack templates 𝑚 by virtue of exploiting a
GAN independent of the compromised templates or target model. Moreover, the Inception
Score of the proposed method was roughly equal to the original images of the LFW dataset.
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Fig. 3: Reconstructed images on LFW. The first column shows the original target image. The second
to seventh columns are the images reconstructed by our proposed method, with 5120, 1280, 320, 80,
40, and 10 identities, respectively. The eighth column is the images reconstructed by NbNet. The
fourth row indicates the average Inception Score of each method with variance for the reconstructed
300 images.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we explored the possibility of a novel black-box attack, called a model-
free template reconstruction attack, without the availability of a target feature extractor.
We trained a feature converter to transform a biometric template from which we cannot
reconstruct a face image into a biometric feature in a space associated with a model at
the adversary’s disposal. In an experimental trial, we have evaluated the impersonation
accuracy and image quality of the reconstructed images compared with those of images
reconstructed by the state-of-the-art black-box method. The experimental results showed
that it is feasible to reconstruct a high quality image with a limited amount of pre-enrolled
data without a dramatic decrease in attack accuracy.
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